
General Instructions

1.  This workbook is designed to give children practice in identifying the beginning sounds of
each word pictured and matching them to the correct letters that they see.  Children also
get practice in writing those letters along the way!

2.  Always introduce a new letter before asking the children to complete a worksheet re-
lated to that letter.  Otherwise, that worksheet will be less than meaningless!

3.  Each letter section includes 5 pages with the following formats:
A.  Draw a line from the letters to the pictures that begin with the correct sounds. 

A picture key is included with each page.
B.  Circle the correct beginning sound of each picture and practice writing that letter. 

A picture key is included with each page.
C.  Color the pictures that begin with a certain letter sound to reveal a hidden picture 

that also starts with that sound, and practice writing that letter at the top of the 
page. A picture key is included with each page.

D.  Cut and sort the pictures by beginning sound, and paste them into place.  Write 
their beginning sound letters next to their pictures. A picture key is included with 
each page.

E.  The last page in each section has large flash cards for your general use in the 
classroom.  You may wish to use these in games such as Memory, Go Fish, or in 
sound sorting activities. You will also find a set of small flash cards for your use at 
the very end of the book.

4.  The pages can be used in any order that you like; there is no reason to limit yourself to
moving through the pages sequentially from A to Z.  

5.  For further practice in letter identification, please see www.heidisongs.com for more
great ideas and resources.  The Singable Songs for Letters and Sounds CD and DVD is
highly recommended for this purpose!  There are also many more ideas and resources on my
blog at http://heidisongs.blogspot.com.

Enjoy! 
Heidi Butkus
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Picture key:  (Clockwise from top:)  inchworm, alphabet, ax, nine, ant, animals, octopus, apple © Heidi Butkus 2013

Name:  _____________
Draw a line from the letters in the middle to
the objects that begin with the sound that
letter makes.    



Look at the picture.  Circle the letter
with the correct beginning sound.

Write the letter on the line.  

© Heidi Butkus 2013Beginning Sounds Aa & Ii: apple, in, alligator, inchworm, alphabet, ant, ill, insects, animals
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Name:  ______________



Letter Sound  Aa 1
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Name:  ______________
Trace and write the capital A and lower case a below

Color each picture section with the beginning sound of A with a red crayon. 

Optional:  Color each picture section that does NOT have the beginning sound A any color.
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Picture Key Aa & Ee: insects, apple, ill, alphabet, animals, in

Cut out the pictures and sort them
by beginning sounds.  Glue them into

the correct column.  Write the letter
next to the picture. 

Name:  ______________
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Aa Flashcards: ant, alligator, apple, ax, alphabet, animals © Heidi Butkus 2013
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Student Flashcards 1
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